
Chronicles of an Island Parish no. 49 New Year 2019 

As several of you now already know my one of two brother cats was killed on 
the night of the Festival of Lights, 20th December. 

I didn’t see Skelmpie’s body but was told about it by the workmen at the 
church. What has made it even more pointe is the fact that 20th December is 
the anniversary of my Dad being killed in 1953 in Kenya. 

Wit-poodjie the remaining brother is rather lost as two did every thing 
together fortunately I am lodging the famous Island cat ‘Rebel’ for 3 weeks 
while the owners are in the UK. These two and cautiously tolerating of each 
other which much rather pre-occupies him, have since moved to occasionally 
touching each other’s noses and this New Year morning spent a playful-time 
chasing each other in turns around the lounge furniture. To say I too am 
grieving and angry is an understatement as I will never know who did it, but 
strongly suspect a motorist at illegal high speed (++ 20 mph) driving pass the 
church after the street party down town following the Festival. 

Thinking of deaths: celebrated recently a valid Sunday Roman Catholic Mass 
at St Matthew’s Anglican church at Hutt’s Gate – a church without a damp-
course or proper foundations, so as damp as a historic London winter pea-
souper. Almost every thing of important is carried-in from elsewhere for 
celebrations. 

But to the point: St Matthew’s has its own closed small graveyard. One grave 
caught my attention of a Walter born on St Helena and died 1896 in 
Johannesburg S.A.R.…but wait for it:  the South African Republic, the 
independent nation before the occupation by Britain and the consequential 
Anglo-Boer War, 

I now go swimming most mornings around 7.30, and being trusted a key for 
the gate have the pool to myself in pristine water after the over-night filtration. 
As many know its 35 m almost Olympic-size pool. Gone are the days of over-
crowded pools of Health & Racquet/Virgin Active, SSISA or TotalFitness. 

Boxing Day…and still more-or-less in ‘lock-down on the Island, our only bank 
will be open for normal business again next Wednesday 1st January 2019. A 
touching high-light of the day after sharing several Savanna (cider) at our one 
local pub with Saints was driving along the Wharf to find a 96 year old, 
Gladys, grandmother with her family sat in a folding chair FISHING with rod 
and reel: she caught two Blue Fish (?) she needed little or no assistance to 
land them. 

Visiting the two Jamestown pubs (Standard & White Horse) is a vital pastoral 
outreach…do not either be scandalized or critical. It is not about consumption 
or ‘Conversions’ but ‘Christ-like presence’…when the highly critical media 
reporter and influential radio reporter who is openly agnostic starts seeing 



you as an associate and buys the drinks…or again the Seventh-Day 
Adventist pastor of Zimbabwean asks advise on his doctorate according to 
Catholic teaching… 

I got an unsuspecting priest who was initially incognito to myself on holiday 
from the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue of the Vatican Curia in 
Rome to sing a duo of Silent Night, Holy Night in German together with our 
Moslem medical supervisor of Nigeria at Midnight Mass (at midnight!). It was 
the 200th anniversary of the carol and also the 200th anniversary of liberation 
of slaves on our Island. This liberation occurred many years before Britain’s 
decision. Before studying for the priesthood Father Michael Weninger was 
Austrian ambassador to the European Parliament / Commission and now as 
priest has a portfolio in dealing with Islam; his insights and experience are 
very revealing...despite the frequent terrorist atrocities (symptomatic of final 
death throes), Islam is dying among a new generation caught-up in the world-
wide media which is often ‘invisible’. Broadly speaking Islam has no collective 
theology reflection to deal with modern progress, consequently in threatening 
fashion stamps-down and reiterates the teaching of the Koran. A sort of 
extreme Biblical fundamentalism…and definitely no enlightenment or 
guidance of the Holy Spirit. Islam or any Faith for that matter that lacks on-
going Divine revelation and creation interaction and dialogue becomes 
redundant. Islam has stagnant for several hundred years now. These are the 
well-founded experiences of Father Weninger in traveling in the Middle East – 
including Saudi Arabia  and visiting other Moslem nations. 
 
Perhaps we could say that Faith – our Christianity could be too, without the 
Spirit of Jesus, become museumatic. 
 
While here he was accompanied by his cousin who lives in the German Black 
Forest, working in Stuttgart at an international publishing company who 
license and publish school books in various languages. 
 
At the Christmas Morning Mass by which meanwhile I had come to be told he 
was a priest. We con-celebrated for the Anglicans and one Catholic couple, 
he then spontaneously volunteered to sing again a solo of Silent Night in 
German. He is so impressed as to what we achieve on STHL far beyond the 
constrictions of dominations of Christian faith elsewhere. He is so 
enthusiastic about the increase world-wide of Catholic Faith in many former 
Calvinist areas and spoke with much excitement of the dynamic Church in 
Vladivostok of a Sisters community who all have learnt Russian to be able to 
evangelized from the east. 

One realizes again far too many priests and religious are caught-up in a 
nationalistic approach of evangelization with a mindset of seeing themselves 
unofficial representatives of their own culture and home language even the 



concept of Church; much like a re-run of the Colonial Church. I could put 
many names to this attitude. 

Without being prophetic but I am sure eventually Our Holy Father, Pope 
Francis will get to hear of what is happening on St Helena. Who knows 
perhaps en-route eventually to his first visit as pontiff to Argentine his aircraft 
may make a brief re-fuelling stopover here! Please no skeptics, believe in the 
impossible 

For those who followed the saga of our Island yacht ‘Carpe Diem’ on arrival in 
Cape Harbour, she eventually was able to start the race with the arrival of 
Skipper James’s wife and two other children to crew her. So the principle that 
it is a St Helena yacht almost entirely manned by Saints holds true. The 
Second-in-Command is James’s son Josh who will have his 14th Birthday on 
board this Thursday 3rd. 

Final entry: Took Fr Weninger & Cousin on an off the beat (and stupidly, off- 
road) tour Friday of the Island. Despite previous warnings drove the small 
Jazz Honda right down to Sandy Bay. Bad decision. = punctured a hole in the 
exhaust box I think. Don’t feel sorry for me…if requested our Parish bank 
details can be forwarded to concerned parties!!!! 

A sparkling unsullied NEW YEAR…wishing you all attentive hearing to the 
Lord’s Way and the ability to accept surprises especially the Chinaman ones 
and bat them well out into the field for the maximum joyful runs. 

Father David 

Of Yes! I think meanwhile you all know I fly Saturday 12th January to the 
other part of Sacred Heart parish on the Island of Ascension returning 16th. 
All possible because of SA Airlink’s festive bonanza of double flights per 
week for December and January and a 50% discount on the air ticket now 
£450. The flight is about 2 hours in duration. 

 


